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How do I change the number of students in myHow do I change the number of students in my
class?class?
You may change the number of students in your class at any time.

Choose a class from the My Classes boxChoose a class from the My Classes box
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Click "Edit" from the Actions barClick "Edit" from the Actions bar

Change the number of studentsChange the number of students
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Click "Save Class"Click "Save Class"
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How do I approve students to join my class?How do I approve students to join my class?
Approving students will give them access to all assignments for the class.

Go to the Notifications box on the leftGo to the Notifications box on the left

Click the updated message informing you that students areClick the updated message informing you that students are
awaiting approvalawaiting approval
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Click the green checkmark In the Actions column to approve theClick the green checkmark In the Actions column to approve the
student’s requeststudent’s request
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How do I approve students to join my class?How do I approve students to join my class?
(VIDEO)(VIDEO)

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div class="submessage"><a
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BkrPH-6F8lo" target="_blank">Try watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable
JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</div></div>
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How do I create custom editing marks?How do I create custom editing marks?

To watch a video that will teach you how to create custom editing marks, please go to "How do I
create custom editing marks? (VIDEO)"

Select the assignment you wish to use with this new editingSelect the assignment you wish to use with this new editing
markmark
If you have no assignments on your dashboard yet, begin by clicking the blue "NEW"NEW" button and
choosing Assignment. Enter the initial assignment definitions and click "SaveSave."

For more information on creating assignments, please read "How do I create an assignment?"
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Click "Edit" in the Actions barClick "Edit" in the Actions bar

Click the "EDITING MARKS" icon located in the Actions bar onClick the "EDITING MARKS" icon located in the Actions bar on
the Assignment Sheet screenthe Assignment Sheet screen
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By Default, only WriterKey recommended editing marks will be shown on the Assignment
Editing Marks screen.

Click the radio button for "Use custom editing marks" on theClick the radio button for "Use custom editing marks" on the
Assignment Editing Marks screenAssignment Editing Marks screen

Enter a title and two-letter code for the custom editing markEnter a title and two-letter code for the custom editing mark
you're creatingyou're creating
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Enter a description for this editing markEnter a description for this editing mark
Click "+Save this new editing mark to your collection."Save this new editing mark to your collection."

Drag your new editing mark from the "Available editing marks"Drag your new editing mark from the "Available editing marks"
tray to the "Editing marks to use with this Assignment" traytray to the "Editing marks to use with this Assignment" tray
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Click "Save and return to Edit Assignment"Click "Save and return to Edit Assignment"
You can save the new set as your default set for future assignments by clicking the check box.

Please note that WriterKey currently limits assignments to only 12 editing marks.
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How do I create custom editing marks? (VIDEO)How do I create custom editing marks? (VIDEO)

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div class="submessage"><a
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7Jl9aQHPxY" target="_blank">Try watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable
JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</div></div>
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How do I create custom rubrics? (VIDEO)How do I create custom rubrics? (VIDEO)
Teachers may elect to create their own rubrics for holistic scoring. Our rubric builder makes
that process simple. Once a rubric is created it is available for all future assignments. Rubric
data is visible in the data center.

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div class="submessage"><a
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5wykXUwSDQ" target="_blank">Try watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable
JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</div></div>
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How do I create custom rubrics?How do I create custom rubrics?

Teachers may elect to create their own rubrics for holistic scoring. Our rubric builder makes
that process simple. Once a rubric is created it is available for all future assignments. Rubric
data is visible in the data center.

Click the menu icon in the main navigation barClick the menu icon in the main navigation bar

Click the link for the Rubric Builder tool that appears under theClick the link for the Rubric Builder tool that appears under the
Account columnAccount column
The Rubric BuilderRubric Builder tab is where teachers create and/or edit custom rubrics for themselves, their
school, or their district to provide a holistic evaluation of students' writing assignments.

Every teacher can create and/or edit rubrics to use with one or all of their classes. Rubrics are
chosen from the "Grade With" selector when building an assignment. For more information on
selecting rubrics, please read How can I add rubrics to my assignment using the "Grade With"
selector when building an assignment?

When a school subscribes to WriterKey, each school assigns one staff member to be the person
to manage the control of school or district wide rubrics. That person may invite others to be
able to load rubrics as well. If you are unsure who this person is in your school, please write to
info@writerkey.com and be sure to identify the name and state for your school in the email.
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Click "+Add Rubric"Click "+Add Rubric"

Create your custom RubricCreate your custom Rubric
1. Give your rubric a title.
2. Choose the number of rubric criteria and levels.
3. Choose whether or not to show individual scores.
4. Enter titles and text for your rubric.
5. Click "Save" to keep working or "Save, done" when you've completed your work.
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How do I add a collaborator?How do I add a collaborator?

WriterKey allows you to collaborate on / share Students, Assignments, and entire classes.

STEP 1:STEP 1: FROM YOUR DASHBOARD NAVIGATE TO THEFROM YOUR DASHBOARD NAVIGATE TO THE
RESOURCE YOU WISH TO SHARE WITH A COLLABORATORRESOURCE YOU WISH TO SHARE WITH A COLLABORATOR

Sharing a class:Sharing a class:

Select a class from the My Classes box to open the Class View screenSelect a class from the My Classes box to open the Class View screen

Click the "Sharing" tabClick the "Sharing" tab
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Sharing a student:Sharing a student:

Select the class the student attends from the My Classes box to openSelect the class the student attends from the My Classes box to open
the Class View screenthe Class View screen

Click the Roster / Conferences tab and click the name of the studentClick the Roster / Conferences tab and click the name of the student
you wish to share with the collaboratoryou wish to share with the collaborator
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Sharing an assignment:Sharing an assignment:

Select an assignment in your feedSelect an assignment in your feed

Click the Edit icon from the actions navigation barClick the Edit icon from the actions navigation bar

Note that you could also create a new assignment and then share it. For more information on
how to create an assignment, please read "How do I create an assignment?"
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On the Assignment Sheet screen click the Collaborate icon from theOn the Assignment Sheet screen click the Collaborate icon from the
actions navigation baractions navigation bar

STEP 2: CLICK THE "+ADD COLLABORATOR" BUTTON ON THESTEP 2: CLICK THE "+ADD COLLABORATOR" BUTTON ON THE
SHARING TABSHARING TAB
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Choose the collaborator from the Teacher drop-down selectorChoose the collaborator from the Teacher drop-down selector

Select a description from the Relevance drop-down selectorSelect a description from the Relevance drop-down selector

Click the blue "Save Collaborator" buttonClick the blue "Save Collaborator" button

Once you have added a collaborator,the collaborator will need to refresh/reload their
Dashboard before the shared class/student/assignment will be available to them.
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To see an overview of all resources that have been shared with/by you,To see an overview of all resources that have been shared with/by you,
go to your Dashboard and click the blue ">More" button and choosego to your Dashboard and click the blue ">More" button and choose
"Sharing""Sharing"
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How do I become a collaborator?How do I become a collaborator?

In order to become a collaborator, the primary teacher will need to "share"a class/student/
assignment with you. Please read How do I add a collaborator? for more information.

Once you have been added as a collaborator by the primary teacher, refresh/reload your
Dashboard. The shared class/student/assignmentwill be available to you.

To see an overview of all resources that have been shared with/by you, go to your Dashboard
and click the ">More" button and choose "Sharing."
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OrientationOrientation
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WriterKey OverviewWriterKey Overview

With WriterKey, instructors can build assignments based on their objectives and students
can complete those assignments, with peer review options and reflections, to draft, review,
revise and submit--all online. Instructors can make comments on the writing, using a
comments library that makes grading more efficient. Then, using the powerful analytics in
WriterKey, instructors can see how their students are progressing AND where they need
more writing instruction.

The DashboardThe Dashboard
The Dashboard is your homepage within WriterKey. From here you will access all the areas of
the site with a minimal number of clicks. This annotated picture of the Dashboard will help you
get more familiar with your homescreen.

1. The main navigation bar.
2. Add profile information, build rubrics, and more from the links icon.
3. The Add New button unlocks the building tools for assignments and more.
4. The left-hand menus show system notifications (and allow you to send notifcations to

your students), your current classes, and the Teaching Center, a repository for any
teaching resources you'd like to have at hand in WriterKey.

5. Organize what you see on your dashboard with these filter buttons.
6. Each assignment, activity and workshop is featured in its own display. The yellow

status bar keeps you up to date on progress.
7. You control when to distribute the assignments to students. The grey box indicates

the teacher has not activated the assignments so students cannot see it on their
dashboard.
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WriterKey QuickStart GuideWriterKey QuickStart Guide

1. Go to http://ml.writerkey.com and click on Register/Login.
2. Select 1st Time Teacher
3. Enter your school-based email address.
4. Create a password.
5. Select your salutation and enter first and last name.
6. Choose State, County, and District Information. (Independent Schools just select

State and County then choose Independent Schools).
7. Click Submit.

Your WriterKey pilot account will be approved in less than 24 hours. Once your account is
approved, you can log in to your account. From here, you can:

1. Create a class.
2. Create an assignment.
3. Approve a student to join a class.
4. View the submitted assignment.
5. Offer feedback on an assignment.
6. Grade the submitted assignment.
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Where can I find the Implementation Guide?Where can I find the Implementation Guide?
You can find the interactive Implementation Guide on the main navigation bar. This guide will
help you set up WriterKey and help you get started creating a class and assignments. We
recommend using this resource throughout your WriterKEY experience.

Additionally, look for Blue Keys when you have questions or want to learn more.
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How do I check my subscription status?How do I check my subscription status?
Click the Menu icon in the main navigation barClick the Menu icon in the main navigation bar

Select "Profile"Select "Profile"

Check your subscription status displayed at the bottom of theCheck your subscription status displayed at the bottom of the
Profile settings pageProfile settings page
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How do I change my password?How do I change my password?
Click the menu icon in the main navigation barClick the menu icon in the main navigation bar

Select "Profile"Select "Profile"

Enter your new password into the "New Password" box andEnter your new password into the "New Password" box and
then click the "Save Changes" buttonthen click the "Save Changes" button
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How can I retrieve a lost password?How can I retrieve a lost password?
From the login page select one of the two "Forgot Password"From the login page select one of the two "Forgot Password"
linkslinks

Enter your registered username/email address and clickEnter your registered username/email address and click
"Submit Request""Submit Request"
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How do I create a class?How do I create a class?
Click "Add New" and select "Class"Click "Add New" and select "Class"

Enter class informationEnter class information
1. Title:Title: Give your class a specific name such as "Freshman Composition, Monday

Section" to make it easy to locate.
2. # of Students# of Students: Be as accurate as you can. This number is important to keep track of

student assignment completion. You can always come back and edit this number
later from the "My Classes" tab and then choosing Edit. Note: We recommend
increasing the number by at least one to facilitate creating a sample student.

3. DatesDates: Choose the start and end dates for your course.
4. Grade LevelGrade Level: This selection will determine what level standards you will see

throughout WriterKey for this class.
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Click Save ClassClick Save Class
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Information on pilots and trials of WriterKeyInformation on pilots and trials of WriterKey
What types of pilots / trials of WriterKey are offered?What types of pilots / trials of WriterKey are offered?
We offer two month trials of WriterKey in two different ways: a pilot trial in the WriterKeyWriterKey
sandbox environmentsandbox environment, and a pilot trial in the live WriterKey environmentlive WriterKey environment.

The sandbox environmentsandbox environment is pre-populated with sample classes, students, student papers,
data, and more. You can easily toggle between the teacher and student experience.

The system is fully-interactive as well, so you can jump-in and get your hands dirty! A User's
Guide is available to help you navigate the sandbox and experience all the major features of
WriterKey. Please note that the sandbox trials are not available through LMS systems and must
be accessed directly. To register for a sandbox trial, click the FREE TRIAL link at the top of the
WriterKey homepage, or by following this link:

http://mlsandbox.writerkey.com
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How does WriterKey benefit students? (VIDEO)How does WriterKey benefit students? (VIDEO)

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div class="submessage"><a
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANrTtW78UW0" target="_blank">Try watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable
JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</div></div>
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How does WriterKey benefit teachers? (VIDEO)How does WriterKey benefit teachers? (VIDEO)

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div class="submessage"><a
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W4JZv7YWU8Q" target="_blank">Try watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or
enable JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</div></div>
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What are some popular features of WriterKey?What are some popular features of WriterKey?
(VIDEO)(VIDEO)

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div class="submessage"><a
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odYjED32T6A" target="_blank">Try watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable
JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</div></div>
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FDOC: Do you have registration informationFDOC: Do you have registration information
that I can share with my students?that I can share with my students?
Please download the attached slides and syllabus insert, input your course information, and
share them with your students. You can post them in your learning management system, email
them, or print them out to distribute in class.

FDOC_WriterKey_SyllabusInsert_Customizable_F1.docx

FDOC_WriterKey_slides_customizable_F16.pptx
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AssignmentsAssignments
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How do I build an assignment? (VIDEO)How do I build an assignment? (VIDEO)

Watch a WriterKey assignment be built and learn about the tools that help you build your
writing assignments. This video focuses on how the builder works.

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div class="submessage"><a
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4P6Sgu375xM" target="_blank">Try watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable
JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</div></div>
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How do I create an assignment?How do I create an assignment?
Click "Add New" and select "Assignment"Click "Add New" and select "Assignment"

Give your assignment a titleGive your assignment a title
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Select the type of assignmentSelect the type of assignment
• Express AssignmentsExpress Assignments are for the quick writing assignment where students will not be

revising their writing, receiving feedback on specific instructional objectives, nor
reflecting in depth about their progress. An express assignment when you want
students to prethink on a topic, write informally, or are sharing an idea where the focus
is not on improving writing.

• Use Stimulus-based assignmentsStimulus-based assignments when students are expected to read (and, optionally,
annotate) one or more passages and respond to a prompt. This selection has defaults
set for efficiently designing these types of assignments. You may customize settings,
including selecting instructional objectives, once you have completed the fields on the
first screen.

• WriterKey assignmentsWriterKey assignments give teachers the most sophisticated and flexibility to create
meaningful writing assignments. Multiple drafts, writer's workshops, and assignment
supports are all options that can be selected to improve the teaching and learning of
writing. Teachers must select instructional objectives for all WriterKey assignments;
these objectives define the instructional feedback options.

Choose a Rhetorical GenreChoose a Rhetorical Genre
• Argument/analysisArgument/analysis: Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive

topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.
• Informative/explanatoryInformative/explanatory: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the effective
selection, organization, and analysis of content.

• NarrativesNarratives: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using
effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences
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Add a Description or PromptAdd a Description or Prompt
Put a description of your assignment or the prompt you want your students to respond to here.
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Choose whether or not to make the assignment a LibraryChoose whether or not to make the assignment a Library
AssignmentAssignment

• In most cases you will accept the default, which is "NONO."
• Library Assignments are shared assignments made available to anyone in your school

selected from a list. The list of available schools is visible once this toggle switch is
turned to "YES."

• Certain settings such as the genre, rubric, selected objectives, and reflections are not
changeable by other teachers who import the assignment. Most commonly, teachers
and schools use library assignments for "benchmark" assessments and curriculum
monitoring.

Choose the Class and Due DateChoose the Class and Due Date
You can choose more than one class for an assignment if you wish.
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Click "Save" to go to the Assignment BuilderClick "Save" to go to the Assignment Builder

Complete your assignment on the Assignment Sheet pageComplete your assignment on the Assignment Sheet page

Note: An orange exclamation mark indicates that you mustmust fill out that field.

1. Click "Edit" to edit the Title, Genre or Grade Level.
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2. A green check mark means that you have completed filling out that portion of the
assignment. You can click the check mark, however, to edit that option.

3. If this is your first assignment, you will have to fill in your grading options and rubric.
These will become your default, although you can change them for each assignment

if you wish. For more information on selecting grading options, please read How do I
select grading ("Grade With") settings for an assignment.

4. Click the "Objectives" to add objectives for your students. To learn more about
"Objectives" please read "How do I set objectives for my students' assignments?"

5. Click on "Texts" to provide required texts for the assignment.
6. If you want to add a "Resource," such as an assignment sheet or model select that

here.

For more information on how to add "Texts" and/or "Resources," please read "How can I add
required reading or resources to an assignment?"

Click "Assign to Students" if you want to activate the assignmentClick "Assign to Students" if you want to activate the assignment
immediatelyimmediately
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Click "Done,Click "Done, return to Dashboard"return to Dashboard"

Activate your assignmentActivate your assignment
If you haven't already activated your assignment you can do it from the Dashboard
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How can I upload model documents or moreHow can I upload model documents or more
detailed instructions for an assignment?detailed instructions for an assignment?
Click on the assignment in which you want to add a modelClick on the assignment in which you want to add a model
document or detailed instructionsdocument or detailed instructions

Click "EDIT"Click "EDIT"

Click "Resources"Click "Resources"
Here you can add the support materials for the students, including models, an existing
assignment sheet or anything else you want your students to access specifically for this
assignment.
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Choose the resource type and add a descriptionChoose the resource type and add a description

SELECT A METHOD TO UPLOAD THE FILESELECT A METHOD TO UPLOAD THE FILE

Method 1:Method 1: Upload from your computerUpload from your computer
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Click "Upload from Computer"Click "Upload from Computer"

Click "Browse My Computer"Click "Browse My Computer"

Select the documentSelect the document

The following file formats are accepted: .DOC, .DOCX, .RTF, or .TXT.
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Mac users: Please ensure your document is saved with an appropriate file extension (.DOC,
.DOCX, .RTF, .TXT) before uploading it.

To do so, choose "Append file extension" while saving the file.

Click "Add Resource"Click "Add Resource"
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Method 2:Method 2: Import from Google DriveImport from Google Drive

Click "Import from Google Drive"Click "Import from Google Drive"

Click "Import from Google Drive"Click "Import from Google Drive"

Upload your document as above.
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Method 3:Method 3: Paste text and edit if necessaryPaste text and edit if necessary

Click "Edit/Paste Text"Click "Edit/Paste Text"

Click "Add Resource"Click "Add Resource"

Method 4:Method 4: Edit / Paste Web LinkEdit / Paste Web Link
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Click "Edit / Paste Web Link" and add a linkClick "Edit / Paste Web Link" and add a link

Click "Add Resource"Click "Add Resource"

Method 5:Method 5: Copy your document from the libraryCopy your document from the library
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Click "Copy from Library"Click "Copy from Library"

Choose to copy the text from either the Resource Library or ModelChoose to copy the text from either the Resource Library or Model
Text LibraryText Library

In this example we are choosing text from the "Model Text Library"
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Click to highlight the row for the model text to addClick to highlight the row for the model text to add

You'll notice that the row color will turn from white to blue-gray.

Click "Add Resource"Click "Add Resource"
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View your documentView your document
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How do I set objectives for my students'How do I set objectives for my students'
assignments?assignments?

You can create objectives when you create a new assignment or you can edit the
assignment to set your objectives later.

CREATING OBJECTIVES WHEN CREATING A NEW ASSIGNMENTCREATING OBJECTIVES WHEN CREATING A NEW ASSIGNMENT

Create a new assignmentCreate a new assignment
For more information on creating a new assignment, please read "How do I create an
assignment?"

Click "Objectives" from the assignment feature tabClick "Objectives" from the assignment feature tab
By selecting your objectives for an assignment, you are choosing the areas to focus your
feedback. Objectives are optional for Express Assignments and Stimulus-based Assignments,
but are required for WriterKey Assignmentsrequired for WriterKey Assignments.
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Click each drop down arrow and check the boxes to select up toClick each drop down arrow and check the boxes to select up to
six objectivessix objectives
The objectives you choose will be presented to you through the feedback tool to use as you
respond to students. Limit your choices to writing features you are reviewing/teaching prior to
students submitting the assignment.

Why can you choose no more than six objectives?

Effective coaches understand that students need feedback on their writing that is aligned to the
instruction they have received. Yet, too much feedback creates cognitive overload and prevents
the feedback from being constructive. WriterKey limits the objectives for feedback to focus both
the student and the teacher on the skills that were taught and are being reinforced through
feedback.

The objectives are focused on the craft of writing. These objectives target specific qualities of
writing teachers commonly teach.

You can also use custom objectives for traits for which objectives are not provided. For more
on how to do that, please read, "How do I create/edit custom objectives for my students'
assignments?"
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If you hover the mouse on the indicator on the right side you can view descriptions of the
objectives rubric for each objective.
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Click "Save Objectives" when you're done making yourClick "Save Objectives" when you're done making your
selectionsselections

You will see that your objectives will populate your assignment sheet.
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CREATING OBJECTIVES WHEN EDITING AN ASSIGNMENTCREATING OBJECTIVES WHEN EDITING AN ASSIGNMENT

Click on the assignment you wish to editClick on the assignment you wish to edit

Click "EDIT"Click "EDIT"

Follow the instructions above beginning with How do I set objectives for my students'
assignments?
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How do I create/edit custom objectives for myHow do I create/edit custom objectives for my
students' assignments?students' assignments?

For more information on adding objectives to assignments, please read How do I set
objectives for my students' assignments?

Create a new assignment or select an existing oneCreate a new assignment or select an existing one
For more information on creating assignments, please read "How do I create an assignment?"
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Click "Edit" to navigate to the Assignment SheetClick "Edit" to navigate to the Assignment Sheet

Click "Objectives" from the assignment feature tabsClick "Objectives" from the assignment feature tabs

Click the "Add Custom Objective" buttonClick the "Add Custom Objective" button
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Click the dropdown arrow and choose a categoryClick the dropdown arrow and choose a category
When you add a custom objective, you will also add descriptions of the four levels of feedback.
These levels and descriptions will function exactly the same way as existing objectives work.
However, custom objectives are not aligned to the standards.

Click "Save" when you've completed filling out your four levels of feedback.
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Once you give students feedback using a custom objective, you will no longer have the option
to delete the custom objective. However, you will be able to click the edit icon (see below) on
the objectives tab to edit the custom objective at any time.

Custom objectives are visible in the data center when you want to view data about student
performance.
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How can I add rubrics to my assignment usingHow can I add rubrics to my assignment using
the "Grade With" selector when building anthe "Grade With" selector when building an
assignment?assignment?
Please refer to "How do I select grading ("Grade With") settings for an assignment?"
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How do I view an assignment submitted by aHow do I view an assignment submitted by a
student?student?

Click on the assignmentClick on the assignment
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Click "Start Here" under grade in the student rowClick "Start Here" under grade in the student row

View the assignmentView the assignment
Please read How do I provide basic feedback on an assignment? for more information.
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How do I edit an existing assignment?How do I edit an existing assignment?

Click the assignment you wish to editClick the assignment you wish to edit

Click the "EDIT" icon that appears in the Actions barClick the "EDIT" icon that appears in the Actions bar

Edit your assignment on the Assignment Sheet pageEdit your assignment on the Assignment Sheet page
Note: An orange exclamation mark indicates that you must fill out that field.

1. Click "Edit" to edit the Title, Genre or Grade Level.
2. A green check mark means that you have completed filling out that portion of the

assignment. You can click the check mark, however, to edit that option.
3. If this is your first assignment, you will have to fill in your grading options and rubric.

These will become your default, although you can change them for each assignment
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if you wish. For more information on selecting grading options, please read How do I
select grading ("Grade With") settings for an assignment?

4. Click the "Objectives" to add objectives for your students. To learn more about
"Objectives" please read "How do I set objectives for my students' assignments?"

5. Click on "Texts" to provide required texts for the assignment.
6. If you want to add a "Resource," such as an assignment sheet or model select that

here.

For more information on how to add "Texts" and/or "Resources," please read "How can I add
required reading or resources to an assignment?"
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Click "Done, return to Dashboard" when you've completedClick "Done, return to Dashboard" when you've completed
editing your assignmentediting your assignment
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How do I delete an assignment?How do I delete an assignment?
Click the assignment you wish to deleteClick the assignment you wish to delete

Click the "EDIT" icon that appears in the Actions barClick the "EDIT" icon that appears in the Actions bar

Click the "DELETE" icon that appears in the Actions barClick the "DELETE" icon that appears in the Actions bar
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Click "OK" if you are certain you want to delete the assignmentClick "OK" if you are certain you want to delete the assignment
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How can I create different phases of anHow can I create different phases of an
assignment?assignment?
This article will show you how to add additional drafts/versions and Writer's Workshops (peer
reviews) to your assignment. Versions can be inserted between existing drafts/versions, even if
a final draft has already been assigned.

For more information on setting up peer review, please read the following articles:

How do I set up a Writer's Workshop for the purposes of creating a peer review assignment?

How can I add a Writer's Workshop for purposes of peer review to an already existing
assignment?

Click the assignment for which you want to add a differentClick the assignment for which you want to add a different
phasephase

Click "EDIT"Click "EDIT"
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Click "Insert Version or Writer's Workshop"Click "Insert Version or Writer's Workshop"

Select Version optionsSelect Version options
1. Select Version Location;
2. Give the version a title;
3. Write a description;
4. Choose your class;
5. Assign a due date.
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How can I check to see if a student plagiarizedHow can I check to see if a student plagiarized
work from another student?work from another student?

Select the assignment from your DashboardSelect the assignment from your Dashboard

Look for the colored dots next to your students' namesLook for the colored dots next to your students' names
Unique papers are indicated with a green dot.

The more similar the content of this paper is to another, the more the dot color changes: from
green to light green, to orange, and finally to red.
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Hover your cursor over the dot to get more informationHover your cursor over the dot to get more information

Examine papers with a red dotExamine papers with a red dot
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Place your cursor over the red dot and click the paper that is shown inPlace your cursor over the red dot and click the paper that is shown in
the content menu that appearsthe content menu that appears

When you do this both papers will be loaded side-by-side.

Inspect the papersInspect the papers

You can now examine the papers to see if they are too similar. In the example below the two
papers are virtually identical.

NoteNote: A highlight-search tool is also included on the side-by-side view as well as on the
Feedback Tool screen that you can use to see if content from a paper was taken from an
internet source that has been indexed by Google.
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How can I check for plagiarism in an individualHow can I check for plagiarism in an individual
paper?paper?
Select the assignment in which the student submitted a paperSelect the assignment in which the student submitted a paper

Click "Start Here" to begin grading the student assignmentClick "Start Here" to begin grading the student assignment
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Block out the text you wish to check for plagiarismBlock out the text you wish to check for plagiarism

Click "Search for Selected Text" to perform a Google safe searchClick "Search for Selected Text" to perform a Google safe search

Check the hits in Google to see if the text was plagiarized.
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How can I detect plagiarism in a submittedHow can I detect plagiarism in a submitted
paper? (VIDEO)paper? (VIDEO)

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div class="submessage"><a
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsC21R_J3jQ" target="_blank">Try watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable
JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</div></div>
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A student uploaded the wrong paper into aA student uploaded the wrong paper into a
writer's workshop (peer review). How do Iwriter's workshop (peer review). How do I
delete the incorrect paper so they can uploaddelete the incorrect paper so they can upload
the correct paper?the correct paper?
Before a student can resubmit a paper for peer review, you must first delete that particular
student's work as you would for any assignment. Please refer to How do I delete an
assignment?

The student must then resubmit the assignment as they would any peer review assignment.
Please refer to "How do I submit my paper to my peers?" in the student manual to learn how

they can do this.
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What are library assignments and how can I setWhat are library assignments and how can I set
one up?one up?
Library Assignments are shared assignments made available to anyone in a school selected
from a list. To create one follow the instructions below.

Click "Add New" and select "Assignment"Click "Add New" and select "Assignment"

Give your assignment a titleGive your assignment a title
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Select the type of assignmentSelect the type of assignment
• Express AssignmentsExpress Assignments are for the quick writing assignment where students will not be

revising their writing, receiving feedback on specific instructional objectives, nor
reflecting in depth about their progress. An express assignment when you want
students to prethink on a topic, write informally, or are sharing an idea where the focus
is not on improving writing.

• Use Stimulus-based assignmentsStimulus-based assignments when students are expected to read (and, optionally,
annotate) one or more passages and respond to a prompt. This selection has defaults
set for efficiently designing these types of assignments. You may customize settings,
including selecting instructional objectives, once you have completed the fields on the
first screen.

• WriterKey assignmentsWriterKey assignments give teachers the most sophisticated and flexibility to create
meaningful writing assignments. Multiple drafts, writer's workshops, and assignment
supports are all options that can be selected to improve the teaching and learning of
writing. Teachers must select instructional objectives for all WriterKey assignments;
these objectives define the instructional feedback options.

Add a Description or PromptAdd a Description or Prompt
Put a description of your assignment or the prompt you want your students to respond to here.
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Toggle the "This is a Library Assignment" switch to "Yes"Toggle the "This is a Library Assignment" switch to "Yes"
Library Assignments are shared assignments made available to anyone in a school selected
from a list. The list of available schools is visible once the toggle switch (below) is turned to
"YES."

Certain settings such as the genre, rubric, selected objectives, and reflections are not
changeable by other teachers who import the assignment. Most commonly, teachers and
schools use library assignments for "benchmark" assessments and curriculum monitoring.
Please share any feedback you have about this feature using the Contact Us link in the footer of
WriterKey.
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Select the Grade LevelSelect the Grade Level
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Click "Save"Click "Save"

Complete filling out your assignment optionsComplete filling out your assignment options
Please go to the "Complete your assignment on the Assignment Sheet page" step of "How do I
create an assignment?" for more details.
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Click "Done, return to Dashboard"Click "Done, return to Dashboard"

Go to "Assignment Library" to see the assignments thereGo to "Assignment Library" to see the assignments there

View your LibraryView your Library

Your Assignment Library stores your saved assignments and provides a quick link for reusing
them with any class. Clicking the assignment name below opens the assignment view screen
where you are able to review all the details such as objectives, reflections, and grading. To
assign it to a current class, just click the Edit icon and modify the definitions. Watch a quick
video to see it in action.
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Schools use this library to share assignments as well. School Assessment Admins (see Roles and
Passwords link from the menu icon) can create Benchmark and other types of assessments to
distribute to anyone in the school. School Assessment Admins may lock the assignment details
to ensure that all students receive the same assessment. Unlocked assessments may be
modified by each individual teacher without changing the original.
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How can I share a resource with students?How can I share a resource with students?
Click on the assignment in which you want to add a modelClick on the assignment in which you want to add a model
document or detailed instructionsdocument or detailed instructions

Click "EDIT"Click "EDIT"

Click "Resources"Click "Resources"
The writing resources (support materials) you can share with students include models, existing
assignment sheets, or anything else you want your students to access specifically for this
assignment. While you cannot upload a video, you can share a link to a video with your
students.
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Select the appropriate resource typeSelect the appropriate resource type
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Write a description of the resourceWrite a description of the resource

SELECT A METHOD TO UPLOAD THE RESOURCESELECT A METHOD TO UPLOAD THE RESOURCE

Method 1:Method 1: Upload from your computerUpload from your computer

Click "Upload from Computer"Click "Upload from Computer"
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Click "Browse My Computer"Click "Browse My Computer"

Select the resourceSelect the resource

The following file formats are accepted: .DOC, .DOCX, .RTF, or .TXT.

Mac users: Please ensure your document is saved with an appropriate file extension (.DOC,
.DOCX, .RTF, .TXT) before uploading it.

To do so, choose "Append file extension" while saving the file.
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Click "Add Resource"Click "Add Resource"
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Method 2:Method 2: Import from Google DriveImport from Google Drive

Click "Import from Google Drive"Click "Import from Google Drive"

Click "Import from Google Drive"Click "Import from Google Drive"

Upload your document as above.
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Method 3:Method 3: Paste text and edit if necessaryPaste text and edit if necessary

Click "Edit/Paste Text"Click "Edit/Paste Text"

Paste your text in the text box and edit as necessary.

Click "Add Resource"Click "Add Resource"
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Method 4:Method 4: Edit / Paste Web LinkEdit / Paste Web Link

Click "Edit / Paste Web Link"Click "Edit / Paste Web Link"

Enter the web linkEnter the web link
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Click "Add Resource"Click "Add Resource"

Method 5:Method 5: Copy your document from the libraryCopy your document from the library

Click "Copy from Library"Click "Copy from Library"
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Choose to copy the text from either the Resource Library or ModelChoose to copy the text from either the Resource Library or Model
Text LibraryText Library

In this example we are choosing text from the "Model Text Library"

Click to highlight the row for the model text to addClick to highlight the row for the model text to add

You'll notice that the row color will turn from white to blue-gray.
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Click "Add Resource"Click "Add Resource"

View your ResourcesView your Resources
Click the arrow to open and view
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How can I add required reading or resources toHow can I add required reading or resources to
an assignment?an assignment?
Click on the assignment in which you want to add a modelClick on the assignment in which you want to add a model
document or detailed instructionsdocument or detailed instructions

Click "EDIT"Click "EDIT"

Click "Texts"Click "Texts"
Here you can provide the required texts (e.g. reading passages, excerpts) for Stimulus-based
Responses. Optionally, add texts you require students to read for Express and WriterKey
assignments as well. This tool allows students to annotate the text.
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Give the text a titleGive the text a title
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SELECT A METHOD TO UPLOAD THE FILESELECT A METHOD TO UPLOAD THE FILE

Method 1:Method 1: Upload from your computerUpload from your computer

Click "Upload from Computer"Click "Upload from Computer"

Click "Browse My Computer"Click "Browse My Computer"
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Select the documentSelect the document

The following file formats are accepted: .DOC, .DOCX, .RTF, or .TXT.

Mac users: Please ensure your document is saved with an appropriate file extension (.DOC,
.DOCX, .RTF, .TXT) before uploading it.

To do so, choose "Append file extension" while saving the file.
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Click "Add Text"Click "Add Text"

Method 2:Method 2: Import from Google DriveImport from Google Drive

Click "Import from Google Drive"Click "Import from Google Drive"
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Click "Import from Google Drive"Click "Import from Google Drive"

Upload your document as above.

Method 3:Method 3: Paste text and edit if necessaryPaste text and edit if necessary

Click "Edit/Paste Text"Click "Edit/Paste Text"

Paste your text in the text box and edit as necessary.
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Click "Add Text"Click "Add Text"
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Method 4:Method 4: Copy your document from the libraryCopy your document from the library

Click "Copy from Library"Click "Copy from Library"

Choose to copy the text from either the Resource Library or ModelChoose to copy the text from either the Resource Library or Model
Text LibraryText Library

In this example we are choosing text from the "Model Text Library"

Click to highlight the row for the model text to addClick to highlight the row for the model text to add

You'll notice that the row color will turn from white to blue-gray.
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Click "Add Text"Click "Add Text"

View your textView your text
Click the arrow to open and view
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What are the differences between Texts andWhat are the differences between Texts and
Resources?Resources?

1. Texts are documents (e.g. reading passages) that students use as a stimulus for
writing. Teachers can have students use the WriterKey Text Marking Tool to annotate
these texts prior to responding to a prompt.

2. Resources are supporting documents that help students on an assignment. Resource
examples include Model Texts, an Assignment Sheet, a video, or background
document.
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How can I save a sample of student writing toHow can I save a sample of student writing to
use as a model for other students?use as a model for other students?
Note that you can save model texts in .DOC, .DOCX, .RTF, or .TXT file formats. This feature does
not support .PDF documents.

There are two methods to add model texts to your model text library:

METHOD ONE:METHOD ONE:

Select the assignmentSelect the assignment

Click "Start Here" to begin gradingClick "Start Here" to begin grading
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Click "MODELS"Click "MODELS"

Click "Add and Open Model Text" to set up your model textClick "Add and Open Model Text" to set up your model text

Select what your students will be able to viewSelect what your students will be able to view
1. Modify the title;
2. Toggle to choose whether or not students will see the feedback you gave on the

paper;
3. Toggle to choose whether or not students will if you gave it a grade;
4. Toggle to choose whether or not students will be able to see the rubric results;
5. Write an annotation for students to let them know why you've selected this text;
6. Write a note to remind yourself why you selected this text;
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7. You can align it to whatever topics you're working on. This will come pre-filled with
the objectives you selected when you were giving feedback to the assignment. You
can modify these by checking and unchecking the boxes;

8. Choose the class;

Click "Save & Next"Click "Save & Next"
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Edit the text (optional)Edit the text (optional)
You can edit the text to remove student names, correct distracting mistakes, or add questions
or notes directly into the text.
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Click "Save & Done"Click "Save & Done"

View Model TextsView Model Texts
WriterKey saves your model texts in your "Model Text Library"
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METHOD TWO:METHOD TWO:

From the model text library, click "+Add Model Text"From the model text library, click "+Add Model Text"

Upload your model textUpload your model text
1. Give your model text a title;
2. Choose a Rhetorical Genre;
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3. Choose the grade level;
4. Choose a method to upload the model text.

Click "Add Model Text"Click "Add Model Text"
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How can I save a sample of student writing toHow can I save a sample of student writing to
use as a model for other students? (VIDEO)use as a model for other students? (VIDEO)

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div class="submessage"><a
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EqFMm_nh6hc" target="_blank">Try watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable
JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</div></div>
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How can I save text from different students’How can I save text from different students’
essays for use in an activity assignment later?essays for use in an activity assignment later?
Highlight the student's textHighlight the student's text

Click "Clipped Text Library"Click "Clipped Text Library"
For more information please read How do I add text I clipped from a student essay to an
activity?.
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Peer Review AssignmentsPeer Review Assignments
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How do I set up a Writer's Workshop for theHow do I set up a Writer's Workshop for the
purposes of creating a peer review assignment?purposes of creating a peer review assignment?

In this article you will learn how to create a Writer's Workshop peer review assignment from
scratch. Please read "How can I add a Writer's Workshop for purposes of peer review to an
already existing assignment?" for more information on adding peer review to a pre-existing
assignment.

Click "Add New" and select "Writer's Workshop"Click "Add New" and select "Writer's Workshop"
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Give your workshop a titleGive your workshop a title

Choose your Rhetorical GenreChoose your Rhetorical Genre
• Argument/analysisArgument/analysis: Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive

topics or texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.
• Informative/explanatoryInformative/explanatory: Write informative/explanatory texts to examine and convey

complex ideas, concepts, and information clearly and accurately through the effective
selection, organization, and analysis of content.

• NarrativesNarratives: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using
effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-structured event sequences.
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Add a descriptionAdd a description
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Choose the class and a due dateChoose the class and a due date

Click "Save"Click "Save"

Click to activate the Workshop for all studentsClick to activate the Workshop for all students
You can also skip this step if you prefer to activate your Workshop when it's on the Dashboard.
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Note that your peer assignment defaults to allowing the students to define their own peer
review groups.

To make peer responses anonymous:To make peer responses anonymous:

Peer responses are by default visible to students. To make peer responses anonymous click
"Assignment Options"

Click the toggle switch to "yes" to make the peer review responses anonymous.
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To change Response Topics:To change Response Topics:

Click "Response Topics."

Select the 'Argument/analysis' response topics (up to six)Select the 'Argument/analysis' response topics (up to six)

1. Click "Lock" to prevent students from changing the topics. NOTENOTE: Genre must be
locked before you can lock the topics. Please read "How can I lock the assignment
genre for a Writer's Workshop peer assignment?" to see how to do this.

2. Select topics for the reader to respond to the writing by clicking in the box next to the
topic. Selected topics will be the featured response areas that readers will be
highlighting and commenting on as they read. To assist them as they respond to your
writing, sentence starters appear in the comment box for the reader to explain their
response. Both features are important to the task. Writers are able to have up to six
areas for feedback.

3. Writers can also add a custom topic.

Click "Save Topics" when you're ready.
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To change Summary Questions:To change Summary Questions:

Click "Summary Questions"

Edit and Select Student Summary QuestionsEdit and Select Student Summary Questions

Summary questions are for the writer/student to solicit specific areas of general feedback
about their writing. These questions should focus the reader feedback on areas they would
notice after finishing the reading. Students are able to modify the content of any unlocked
question.

1. Edit the WriterKey pre-filled reflection questions if you wish;
2. Uncheck the box to remove a question;
3. Click the lock to prevent students from editing this question.
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Click "Save Questions" when you're done editing questions.

Click "Done, return to Dashboard"Click "Done, return to Dashboard"
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Click "Activate your Writer's Workshop" when you're ready toClick "Activate your Writer's Workshop" when you're ready to
make it available to your studentsmake it available to your students
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How can I add a Writer's Workshop forHow can I add a Writer's Workshop for
purposes of peer review to an already existingpurposes of peer review to an already existing
assignment?assignment?
Click on the Assignment in which you wish to add a peer reviewClick on the Assignment in which you wish to add a peer review

Click "Edit"Click "Edit"
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Click "Insert Version or Writer's Workshop"Click "Insert Version or Writer's Workshop"

Click "Make this version a Writer's Workshop"Click "Make this version a Writer's Workshop"
WriterKey does not permit a Writers Workshop to be the last assignment in a WriterKEY
assignment sequence. You must create a final draft prior to inserting a Writers Workshop.

If student papers have been submitted to a final draft, a Writers Workshop cannot be added
without these steps:

1. Insert a new final draft; then insert a Writer's Workshop before that new draft.
2. If you are not ready to define a final version, create one and do not activate it to

students. Then insert your Writers Workshop before the new final draft.
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Choose OptionsChoose Options
1. Choose Version Location. WriterKey does not permit a Writers Workshop to be the

last assignment in a WriterKey assignment sequence. See prior step for more
information;

2. Give your Writer's Workshop peer review draft a title;
3. Write a description;
4. Choose your class;
5. Select a due date;
6. Click "Save Version" when you're done selecting your options.
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Complete your assignmentComplete your assignment

For more information, please go to the "Complete your assignment on the Assignment Sheet
page" step of "How do I create an assignment?"
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Click on "Writer's Workshop" to complete your Writer's WorkshopClick on "Writer's Workshop" to complete your Writer's Workshop
optionsoptions

Select the 'Argument/analysis' response topics (up to six)Select the 'Argument/analysis' response topics (up to six)

1. Click "Lock" to prevent students from changing the topics. NOTENOTE: Genre must be
locked before you can lock the topics. Please read "How can I lock the assignment
genre for a Writer's Workshop peer assignment?" to see how to do this.

2. Select topics for the reader to respond to the writing by clicking in the box next to the
topic. Selected topics will be the featured response areas that readers will be
highlighting and commenting on as they read. To assist them as they respond to your
writing, sentence starters appear in the comment box for the reader to explain their
response. Both features are important to the task. Writers are able to have up to six
areas for feedback.

3. Writers can also add a custom topic.

Click "Save Topics" when you're ready.
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Edit and Select Student Summary QuestionsEdit and Select Student Summary Questions

Summary questions are for the writer/student to solicit specific areas of general feedback
about their writing. These questions should focus the reader feedback on areas they would
notice after finishing the reading. Students are able to modify the content of any unlocked
question.

1. Edit the WriterKey pre-filled reflection questions if you wish;
2. Uncheck the box to remove a question;
3. Click the lock to prevent students from editing this question.

Click "Save Writer's Workshop" when you're done modifying your Writer's Workshop options.
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Click "Done, return to Dashboard"Click "Done, return to Dashboard"

Click "Activate this assignment?" when you're ready to make theClick "Activate this assignment?" when you're ready to make the
Writer's Workshop available to studentsWriter's Workshop available to students
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How do students comment on their peers'How do students comment on their peers'
work?work?
Please read "How do I comment on my peers' work?" in the student manual for more
information.
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How can I use Writer's Workshop for peerHow can I use Writer's Workshop for peer
review? (VIDEO)review? (VIDEO)

<div class="player-unavailable"><h1 class="message">An error occurred.</h1><div class="submessage"><a
href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNdPJlCru8s" target="_blank">Try watching this video on www.youtube.com</a>, or enable
JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.</div></div>
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How do my students see their peers’ commentsHow do my students see their peers’ comments
on their work?on their work?
Please read "How do I see my peers’ comments on my work?" in the student manual for more
information.
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How do students submit their papers to theirHow do students submit their papers to their
peers?peers?
Please read "How do I see my peers' comments on my work?" in the student manual for more
information.
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How can I lock the assignment genre for aHow can I lock the assignment genre for a
Writer's Workshop peer assignment?Writer's Workshop peer assignment?
Select the Writer's WorkshopSelect the Writer's Workshop

Click "Edit"Click "Edit"
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Click "Edit"Click "Edit"

Click the lock to prevent students from changing the genreClick the lock to prevent students from changing the genre
The lock color will change from green to red when you've done this successfully.
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ActivitiesActivities
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How do I create an Activity?How do I create an Activity?
Click "Add Activity"Click "Add Activity"

Select the type of Learning Activity you would like to build bySelect the type of Learning Activity you would like to build by
clicking the dropdown arrowclicking the dropdown arrow

Choose a Skillbuilder typeChoose a Skillbuilder type
You will see explanations for how each Skillbuilder type works. For this demonstration we will
build a "Sentence Editing" activity. In this type of activity students are presented with the
incorrect sentences with a second version for them to revise using a text-editing tool. These
revisions are focused on fixing grammatical errors. Students may print their results out for class
discussion or follow up.
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Give the activity a title, choose a class and select a due dateGive the activity a title, choose a class and select a due date
The Student Directions will automatically be filled in, but you can edit them if you wish.
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Click "Content" to begin adding material to the activityClick "Content" to begin adding material to the activity

Click either "Add Clipped Text" or "Add New Text" to addClick either "Add Clipped Text" or "Add New Text" to add
content to the activitycontent to the activity
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Adding clipped text:Adding clipped text:

Choose the assignment and source of the clipped text and then click and highlight the item to
make it into a Skillbuilder. Click "Add Selected to Activity" when you're ready.

Adding new text:Adding new text:

Type or paste in a sample sentence and then click "Save."

You can add ONE sentence at a time.
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Click "Save"Click "Save"

Preview activityPreview activity
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Click "Close" when you're done with your previewClick "Close" when you're done with your preview

Click "Done, return to Dashboard"Click "Done, return to Dashboard"

Activate the activity when you're readyActivate the activity when you're ready
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How do I edit an existing Activity?How do I edit an existing Activity?
From the Activities tab click the activity you wish to editFrom the Activities tab click the activity you wish to edit

Click the EDIT icon that appears in the Actions barClick the EDIT icon that appears in the Actions bar
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How do I add text I clipped from a studentHow do I add text I clipped from a student
essay to an activity?essay to an activity?
Click "Add New" and then choose "Activity"Click "Add New" and then choose "Activity"
For more information, please read How do I create an Activity?

Select the activitySelect the activity
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Choose your activity title, class and due date and then clickChoose your activity title, class and due date and then click
"Save""Save"

Click "Content"Click "Content"
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Click "Add Clipped Text"Click "Add Clipped Text"

Select the Assignment and SourceSelect the Assignment and Source
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Click to highlight the items to addClick to highlight the items to add

Click "Add Selected to Activity"Click "Add Selected to Activity"
Click "Close" when you've finished adding to the activity.
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Is there any way to submit papers that wereIs there any way to submit papers that were
written by hand?written by hand?

WriterKey does not yet have built-in support for handwriting recognition. You will need to
first scan and convert the hand-written documents into any one of the supported file types
(.doc and .docx are preferred). There are many free online tools available to perform the
conversion, such as http://www.onlineocr.net/

The accuracy of the conversion is directly related to the quality and readability of the
scanned document.
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How do I delete an Activity?How do I delete an Activity?
From the Activities tab click the activity you wish to deleteFrom the Activities tab click the activity you wish to delete

Click the EDIT icon that appears in the Actions barClick the EDIT icon that appears in the Actions bar
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Click the DELETE icon that appears in the Actions barClick the DELETE icon that appears in the Actions bar

Click "OK" if you're sure you want to delete the activityClick "OK" if you're sure you want to delete the activity
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Grades and Student StatisticsGrades and Student Statistics
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How do I select grading ("Grade With") settingsHow do I select grading ("Grade With") settings
for an assignment?for an assignment?
Select the AssignmentSelect the Assignment

Click "EDIT"Click "EDIT"
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Click "Grading and Rubrics"Click "Grading and Rubrics"

Select the grade settingsSelect the grade settings
• Select the grading (letters, numbers, N/A) setting for the drafts (if applicable) and final

copies.
• You may select holistic scoring rubrics as well.
• To build a new rubric, access the Rubric Builder from the gear icon on the main

navigation bar. For more about building a rubric, please read "How do I create custom
rubrics?"

• Click "Save Rubrics & Grading" when complete.
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How can I view student data?How can I view student data?
Click the "Data" tab at the top of the screenClick the "Data" tab at the top of the screen

Select the type of data you wish to viewSelect the type of data you wish to view
Navigate to different data views by clicking on a folder tab. These tabs are the "top level"
organizer of the data you will view.

Classes TabClasses Tab

Click on a student's name to drill down and view the data for a single student.

Select the AssignmentSelect the Assignment
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View the DataView the Data

A visual scale is given via a colored bar in each column. The associated numeric value appears
at the top of each column as well.

Assignments TabAssignments Tab

Click on an assignment name to view data on all of the objectives for that assignment.
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1. Click on a specific objective to drill down to and view the data for that class, on thatClick on a specific objective to drill down to and view the data for that class, on that
assignment, for that objective.assignment, for that objective.

2. Click on the name of the most frequent editing mark to view a distribution graph.Click on the name of the most frequent editing mark to view a distribution graph.
3. Click on the average grade to see a grade distribution graph.Click on the average grade to see a grade distribution graph.

View the DataView the Data
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Trend DataTrend Data

1. Select the class and data to chart from the pull down menus and create dynamic
charts.

2. Charts are downloadable from the icon in the top right of the chart.
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How can I see data from a class that I had lastHow can I see data from a class that I had last
year?year?
From your Dashboard, click "More"From your Dashboard, click "More"

Choose "Archived Classes"Choose "Archived Classes"
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Click on the class you want to view grades for from the tableClick on the class you want to view grades for from the table

In the Assignments tab, click on an Assignment to view dataIn the Assignments tab, click on an Assignment to view data
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Click the Analyze icon that appears in the the actions bar to view theClick the Analyze icon that appears in the the actions bar to view the
datadata

View the data.View the data.
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Click the Grades icon in the actions bar to download a .CSV file of theClick the Grades icon in the actions bar to download a .CSV file of the
gradesgrades

Choose a date rangeChoose a date range

Click ExportExport.

The downloaded .CSV file can be opened in Microsoft Excel, or imported into any spreadsheet
program or LMS.
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How can I export grades?How can I export grades?
You can export grades for an individual assignment, an entire class, or an individual student.

EXPORT GRADES FOR AN INDIVIDUAL ASSIGNMENTEXPORT GRADES FOR AN INDIVIDUAL ASSIGNMENT

From the Dashboard, click on the AssignmentFrom the Dashboard, click on the Assignment
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Click the Grades icon in the Actions barClick the Grades icon in the Actions bar

Select a date range and click ExportSelect a date range and click Export

EXPORT GRADES FOR AN ENTIRE CLASSEXPORT GRADES FOR AN ENTIRE CLASS
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From the Dashboard, click on the ClassFrom the Dashboard, click on the Class

Click the Grades icon in the Actions barClick the Grades icon in the Actions bar

Select a date range and click ExportSelect a date range and click Export

EXPORT GRADES FOR AN INDIVIDUAL STUDENTEXPORT GRADES FOR AN INDIVIDUAL STUDENT
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From the Dashboard, click on the Class in which the student isFrom the Dashboard, click on the Class in which the student is
enrolledenrolled

Click on the individual student in the Roster/Conferences tabClick on the individual student in the Roster/Conferences tab
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Click the Grades icon in the Actions barClick the Grades icon in the Actions bar

Select a date range and click ExportSelect a date range and click Export
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How do I provide basic feedback on anHow do I provide basic feedback on an
assignment?assignment?
Select the assignmentSelect the assignment

Click "Start Here" to begin offering feedback on a student'sClick "Start Here" to begin offering feedback on a student's
paperpaper

1. Place your cursor over the orange comment bubble to view any comments left by the
student;

2. View the word count for the submission you're evaluating;
3. Use the grading timer at the top of the paper to track how long you have been

evaluating the paper. You can pause and resume the timer as needed.
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ADDING FEEDBACKADDING FEEDBACK

Highlight student workHighlight student work
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Click to choose an objectiveClick to choose an objective

Select a level by using the arrows to move back and forthSelect a level by using the arrows to move back and forth
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Add a comment (if necessary) and click "Save and Exit"Add a comment (if necessary) and click "Save and Exit"

Click "Add End Comment" to add a final comment if neededClick "Add End Comment" to add a final comment if needed

Edit your End Comment in the box or use the recording controls to record a voice comment no
longer than sixty seconds.
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ADDING EDITING MARKS (Blue Shields)ADDING EDITING MARKS (Blue Shields)

Click into the location you want to insert the editing markClick into the location you want to insert the editing mark

Click the Editing markClick the Editing mark

The editing mark will automatically be placed in the correct location when you click on it.

For more information on customizing editing marks, please read "How do I create custom
editing marks?"
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USING A RUBRIC TO GIVE FEEDBACK (Optional feature, chosenUSING A RUBRIC TO GIVE FEEDBACK (Optional feature, chosen
when you built the assignment)when you built the assignment)

Click the Rubric buttonClick the Rubric button

Click on the appropriate cellsClick on the appropriate cells

For more information on creating custom rubrics, please read "How do I create custom
rubrics?"
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Click CloseClick Close
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MAKE FEEDBACK VISIBLE TO STUDENTSMAKE FEEDBACK VISIBLE TO STUDENTS

Click the “Make Feedback Available to Students” link on the DashboardClick the “Make Feedback Available to Students” link on the Dashboard

You can click to make feedback available only after you've activated the assignment for the
students.
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How do I grade a submitted assignment?How do I grade a submitted assignment?
Select the assignmentSelect the assignment

Click "Start Here" for the student whose paper you wish toClick "Start Here" for the student whose paper you wish to
gradegrade
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Move the slider bar to choose the appropriate gradeMove the slider bar to choose the appropriate grade

You can save and close the evaluation with intent to return and finish grading later, or save and
close as done.

1. Add an end comment.
2. Decline the paper, if necessary. This will delete the student's submission and allow

the student to submit another paper.
3. Click if you want to finish the paper later and select "Save, Close."
4. Click "Save, Done" when you've finished grading the paper.

For more information on offering feedback on an assignment and making it available, please
read "How do I provide basic feedback on an assignment?"
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How do I add audio comments to anHow do I add audio comments to an
assignment?assignment?
Select the assignmentSelect the assignment

Click "Start Here" on the assignment to which you wish to addClick "Start Here" on the assignment to which you wish to add
an audio commentan audio comment
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Select the location in the paper into which you wish to add anSelect the location in the paper into which you wish to add an
audio commentaudio comment

Click the audio comment iconClick the audio comment icon

Add your voice commentAdd your voice comment
1. Click to record;
2. Click to stop;
3. Click to play back;
4. Click to save;

You can record a comment up to sixty seconds in length.
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WriterKey suggests using voice comments when students will benefit from the tone of your
comment. Comments should be brief and specific to where the comment marker is inserted
into the text. Don't be afraid to say something positive.

Once recorded, an audio comment icon will appear in the student paper.

Click the icon to listen to it or to delete it.
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How do I decline a student's submission so theHow do I decline a student's submission so the
student can resubmit the assignment?student can resubmit the assignment?
Select the assignmentSelect the assignment

Click "Start Here"Click "Start Here"

Click "Decline" and then "OK"Click "Decline" and then "OK"
By declining the paper, you are deleting the student's document and allowing the student to
resubmit the assignment.
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How can I download a student paper with allHow can I download a student paper with all
feedback, highlights and editing marks?feedback, highlights and editing marks?
Select AssignmentSelect Assignment

Click "Start Here"Click "Start Here"

Click "PDF" in upper rightClick "PDF" in upper right
Be sure you've finished editing the student paper before creating a PDF.
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Open or Save PDFOpen or Save PDF
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TroubleshootingTroubleshooting
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Why am I unable to scroll in certain areas withinWhy am I unable to scroll in certain areas within
WriterKey?WriterKey?
There is a known issue with Firefox and Mac OS X Lion with some scrollable regions. Mac OS X
Lion has implemented a new scroll-on-demand feature that FireFox is passing-down to
scrollable regions in its browser. This is on the official FireFox bug list. In the mean-time, there
are two workarounds:

1. Use your arrow keys:Use your arrow keys: Click in the scrollable region and then use the arrow keys on
your keyboard to scroll up/down and left/right.

2. Change your Mac OS X Lion System Settings:Change your Mac OS X Lion System Settings: Go to your System Preferences >
General > Show scrollbars: and set to "always."
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WriterKey is behaving in unexpected ways.WriterKey is behaving in unexpected ways.
What can I do?What can I do?

This is typically caused by older versions of the tool being cached on your local machine.
Refer to your web browser's help on how to clear your web browser's cache.
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Why am I unable to record voice comments?Why am I unable to record voice comments?
The voice commenting feature of WriterKey requires the most recent version of the Adobe
Flash plugin. Please ensure that you have installed this plugin prior to using this feature. You
may test and/or obtain the plugin by visiting the Adobe Flash Player web page.

Another issue you may be confronting is that your browser may be requesting permission to
use your microphone. This issue is common with Chrome. To resolve the issue, select, "Allow"
to grant permission for the browser to use the microphone.
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Why do voice comments have feedback or playWhy do voice comments have feedback or play
at the wrong speed?at the wrong speed?
Feedback in your voice comments, or voice comments that play at the incorrect speed (too fast
or too slow) is typically related to the version of the adobe flash plugin that has been installed in
the browser you'e using. You can resolve this issue by installing the adobe flash player again, or
by using a different browser. Some browsers come with the adobe flash player plugin, some
come with a proprietary version, while some come with no plugin for adobe flash player at all.
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What can I do if I'm experiencing slower thanWhat can I do if I'm experiencing slower than
expected loading of the Assignment Viewexpected loading of the Assignment View
screen?screen?
If you are experiencing slower-than-expected loading of the Assignment View screen, it may be
due to the size of your class. Every time this screen is loaded, all papers in that assignment are
scanned for plagiarism. Extremely large classes (approaching 100 students) will take longer to
process the assignment.

If this accurately describes your situation, you can resolve issue this by temporarily disabling
the plagiarism detection while grading.

Click the menu iconClick the menu icon

Select "Advanced OptionsSelect "Advanced Options

Click to toggle the "Show Similarity Index feature" to the offClick to toggle the "Show Similarity Index feature" to the off
positionposition
The Similarity Index feature allows you to quickly see if a submitted assignment by one student
is similar to any other writing submitted for the assignment. Once activated, the Similarity Index
tool will show a dot next to every student's name on the assignment screen. The dot is color
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coded to show you the similarity of that student's writing to others: green (for unique papers);
yellow (for mild concern); orange (for more concern); red (for the highest level of concern).
Rolling over the colored dot and then clicking on the student name will reveal the two
assignments side by side for comparison.
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Re-enable this feature when you are ready to check the list ofRe-enable this feature when you are ready to check the list of
papers for plagiarismpapers for plagiarism
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Why aren't my students receiving emails fromWhy aren't my students receiving emails from
me that I sent using WriterKey?me that I sent using WriterKey?
WriterKey email is sometimes caught in Spam filters, particularly when students use their
school-based email to register on WriterKey. The filter prevents the student from receiving the
email. Please share this concern with your school's technology departmentPlease share this concern with your school's technology department. They are able to
change a setting to allow all email from WriterKey to be delivered.
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Why are graphs from Microsoft ExcelWhy are graphs from Microsoft Excel
sometimes lost when copied to assignmentssometimes lost when copied to assignments
created in Microsoft Word?created in Microsoft Word?
This will occur if the graphs from Microsoft Excel are copied as "objects." Objects cannotcannot be
referenced back to Excel from within WriterKey.

To avoid this issue, follow the instructions below to paste the graphs as pictures instead.

Select the graph within Excel and choose CopySelect the graph within Excel and choose Copy
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On the Home tab in Microsoft Word click the Paste icon andOn the Home tab in Microsoft Word click the Paste icon and
choose "Paste Special->Picture"choose "Paste Special->Picture"
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How do my students and I get in touch withHow do my students and I get in touch with
tech support?tech support?
You can reach tech support:You can reach tech support:

By filling out an online formBy filling out an online form

This will help us have all the information we need about what you are experiencing.

Higher Ed Tech Support Form

High School Tech Support Form

By phoneBy phone

Call 1-800-936-6899.

Technical Support HoursTechnical Support Hours (Eastern Time)

• Monday - Thursday: 8:00 a.m. - 3:00 a.m.
• Friday: 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m.
• Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
• Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.
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